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LET'S TALK ABOUT JOBS
Listening Activity

You will hear five short texts. For questions  01-05, decide which picture  (A), (B) or (C) shows the 
correct answer .

(A)   (B)   (C) 

02 What is Cathy’s job?

01 What does Martin do?

(A)   (B)   (C) 

03 What would Emma like to do?

(A)   (B)   (C) 

04 What’s Roger’s dream job?

(A)   (B)   (C) 

05 What would Patricia never do?

(A)   (B)   (C) 



01 B - car mechanic, 02 C - baker, 03 B – doctor, 04 A - gardener, 05 C – businesswoman/ secretary
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HELLO! 6 LISTENING ACTIVITY
03 Her mum is her massive idol, she brought Adele 
up as a single mother and they are very close. Her 
musical inspiration were the Spice Girls. 

04 When giving a concert, Adele likes to have in her 
dressing room 12 small bottles of still water, an electric 
kettle for boiling water, 6 mugs for tea, 6 metal spoons, 
2 squeezy bottles of honey, a bottle of quality red wine, 
a packet of chewing gum, a pack of Marlboro cigarettes 
and a lighter, a small selection of fresh fruit but no citrus 
fruit and a small plate of freshly made sandwiches. 

05 Her 2016 tour with the new album 25 has been 
a  big success. After the tour she wants to take 
a break to be a full-time mum to her son Angelo who 
will start school and will not be able to go on tours 
with her. She also hopes to have another baby. 

Pop Album
Script

You will hear Pete speaking about Adele. For 
statements 01-05, match each text with one of the 
eight titles A – H. There are three extra titles which 
do not fit any of the texts.

01 Adele is a singer and songwriter. She has never 
done or tried any other job. But she says that if her 
career ever stopped, she would be a music teacher. 
She thinks being a  teacher is one of the most 
important jobs in the world. 

02 Adele likes false eyelashes. She also loves Chanel 
make-up and Christian Dior´s Hypnotic Poison 
perfume. She also uses loads of lip balm. 

HELLO! 6 WEB ACTIVITIES
Let's Talk About Jobs
Listening Activity
Script

You will hear five short texts. For questions 01-05, 
decide which picture (A), (B) or (C) shows the correct 
answer.

01 What does Martin do?
Martin is a car mechanic. He repairs cars. When a car 
doesn’t work, Martin must discover what the problem 
is. He uses tools. Martin is busy before winter comes 
because he must change tyres on many cars.

02 What is Cathy’s job?
Cathy likes baking which is good because she works 
in a  little bakery. Every morning she gets up really 
early. She bakes all kinds of cakes and cookies. Cathy 
can even bake seven kinds of bread. People from the 
whole town come to Cathy’s bakery to buy their bread.

03 What would Emma like to do?
Emma likes helping people. She is still a little girl but 
when she sees a  sick cat, bird or dog, she always 
brings the animal home. She tries to cure them. 
Emma would like to heal all people in the world, 
especially children.

04 What’s Roger’s dream job?
Roger likes being outdoors. He loves working in the 
garden. In spring Roger plants bulbs and seeds, in 
summer he looks after the flowers and lawn. In autumn 
Roger rakes leaves and prepares the garden for winter. 
He hopes to be a professional gardener one day.

05 What would Patricia never do?
Patricia hates computers and official clothes. She 
doesn’t like working in an office and doesn’t like 
official meetings. She hopes she will never be 
a  businesswoman or a  secretary. Patricia likes to 
communicate with people and is funny. She would 
like to be a reporter.
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1. Martin is a car mechanic. He repairs cars. When 
a car doesn’t work, Martin must discover what 
the problem is. He uses tools. Martin is busy 
before winter comes because he must change 
tyres on many cars.

2. Cathy likes baking which is good because 
she works in a little bakery. Every morning she 
gets up really early. She bakes all kinds of cakes 
and cookies. Cathy can even bake seven kinds 
of bread. People from the whole town come to 
Cathy’s bakery to buy their bread.

3. Emma likes helping people. She is still a little 
girl but when she sees a sick cat, bird or dog, she 
always brings the animal home. She tries to cure 
them. Emma would like to heal all people in the 
world, especially children.

4. Roger likes being outdoors. He loves working 
in the garden. In spring Roger plants bulbs and 
seeds, in summer he looks after the flowers 
and lawn. In autumn Roger rakes leaves and 
prepares the garden for winter. He hopes to be a 
professional gardener one day.

5. Patricia hates computers and official clothes. 
She doesn’t like working in an office and doesn’t 
like official meetings. She hopes she will never 
be a businesswoman or a secretary. Patricia 
likes to communicate with people and is funny. 
She would like to be a reporter.
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d, And so this is Christmas for weak and for strong, 
The rich and the poor ones, the road is so long. 

And so.............................. for black and for white 
For the yellow and red ones let’s stop all the fights. 

A very merry Christmas and a happy New Year 
Let’s hope it’s a good one without any fear

e, I don’t need to hang my stocking 
There upon the fireplace 

Santa Claus won’t make me happy 
With a toy on Christmas day 

I just want you for my own 
More than you could ever know 
Make my wish come true 
………………………………….

WHAT’S IN THE NEWS

1. Space Maze
Find the way through the maze and write down the words.

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
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SPEAKERS’ CORNER

Jobs Word Search
Find these jobs in the word search and write each to the correct picture.

U H F N G M E C S T R U S R F

O O R D A S E E P E C T U O Y

Z U F E R M V C T S R B R T R

T S I U C R S R H P T T G C T

U E N W B N O S O A E D E O I

A B C O X P A S E N N D O D K

N U R Y E M T D N N M I N M T

O I L R Q M I I N J I H C H B

R L T P A E S B C O N S W J X

T D D N D P R E M R A F U I X

S E S A L K W O K Q E Z P B A

A R J A R E T H G I F E R I F

M B Y M A G I C I A N A T N M

F E A J F M F F S C Y N O K U

R W H N B N V F U Y G M U U H

ASTRONAUT 
DOCTOR 
HOUSEBUILDER 
NURSE 
SURGEON 
BUSINESSMAN
FARMER
MAGICIAN
POSTMAN
TENNIS PLAYER
DANCER
FIREFIGHTER
MECHANIC
REPORTER
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SHORTCUTS

A=9B=6C=3D=16

E=4F=15G=10H=5

I=14J=1K=8L=11

M=7N=12O=13P=2

TOP 3 
doll, fuchsia, Friends, bricks, family, board, bankrupt, rich, 
films
Let us play!

WHAT’S IN THE NEWS?
Most Brazilians are excited about the FIFA World Cup 
2014. The games will be played in 12 cities. Who’s your 
favourite football player?

SPORTS PAGE
Winter Winecki: a, b, c, e; 
Jordan Romero: a, c, f, h; 
Lewis Clarke: d, g, i

ANIMALS
a) gosling, b) lamb, c) duckling, d) joey, e) kid, f) chick, 
g) cub, h) kitten, i) cub, j) cub, k) piglet, l) calf, m) foal, 
n) fawn, o) puppy, p) calf, q) foal, r) calf, s) foal

SPEAKERS’ CORNER

+H+N+ME+++R+SR+

+OR+ASE++E++UO+

+U+ERM+CT+++RT+

TS+UC+SRHP+TGC+

UEN++NOSOAE+EO+

AB+++PASENN+OD+

NU++E+TDNN+IN++

OI+R+M+I++I+C++

RL++A+S++++S+++

TD+N+PREMRAFU++

SE++L++++++++B+

AR+ARETHGIFERIF

++YMAGICIAN++++

+E+++++++++++++

R++++++++++++++

POP ALBUM
Across: 2 album, 7 stars, 8 soundtracks, 9 nominated, 10 
furniture; Down: 1 skateboarding, 3 brands, 4 Neptunes, 
5 charts, 6 designer
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2. PROS & CONS of being a flight attendant. 
Write the information into the correct place.

1. free tickets all around the world
2. screaming babies, difficult passengers
3. possible terrorist attacks
4. practise languages
5. you’re away from your family
6. long working hours

7. meet fun people 
8. work at night, on weekends and holidays. 
9. see exotic places
10. fly around the world 
11. on their feet most of the time 

A DAY WITH A fLIGHT 
ATTENDANT

1. Look at the picture. 
Describe the situation. What’s wrong?
USEFUL EXPRESSIONS: board, plane, flight attendant, 
passengers, stairs, move, luggage, welcome
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A DAY WITH A ZOO KEEPER
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8 | COLOURS

Activity 1: 
To practise colours, forms and materials.
Write down a colour, a form and a material on the board e.g.
Red, round, plastic
Blue, oval, wood
Yellow, flat, metal
ask students to write down five possible objects under each section. If possible, ask students to find objects with two 
or all three of these qualities. It’s amazing to see what interesting objects your students suggest.

Colours Board Game – What colour is it?
You’ll need the board 1, a die, markers of different colours. You can use pens, erasers, pieces of chalk or any small objects 
found in the classroom. 
Version 1: Students take turns in throwing the die. The teacher reads the appropriate task. Students have to answer the 
questions correctly to go ahead. 
Version 2: If you don’t have any die, students take turns in saying numbers from 1-24. The teacher then reads the 
appropriate task.

1. apple
2. your parents’ car
3. crow
4. Miss a turn.
5. your favourite T-shirt
6. banana
7. your best friend’s hair
8. your best friend’s eyes
9. Go ahead 2.  
10. the walls in your classroom
11. the clothes your teacher is wearing
12. the rainbow

13. Sorry, go back to the start.  
14. your English textbook
15. the schoolbag of the person sitting behind you
16. your neighbour’s favourite colour
17. Go back 2.  
18. polar bear
19. strawberry icecream
20. Miss a turn.
21. sunflower
22. snow
23. the fruit that has the same name as its colour
24. the sky at sunset

9 | A DAY WITH A ZOO KEEPER
Help the bear find the way to the zoo keeper. Write down 
all the words you’ll find on your way to make a sentence.
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HALLowEEn Double Puzzle: Halloween, ghost, haunted,  witch, costumes, pumpkin
Trick or treat

sHorTCUTs Cryptogram: 1 gurning, 2 Egremont, 3 piercings, 4 deserts, 5 graveyards, 6 championships, 7 Elaine, 8 tattoo, 9 airplanes, 10 
arizona, 11 costume, 12 pumpkin, 13 frog, 14 spider, 15 parades

AMErICAnA

1-2 WEB ACTIVITIES KEY

Disney Movie Quiz
Question 1: what film has a snake 
called Kaa in it? 
 The Jungle Book  
 101 Dalmatians  
 alice in Wonderland  
 Toy Story  
 Beauty and the Beast  

Question 2: what is the name of the 
baboon in The Lion King?  
 Nafiki  
 Pafiki  
 Safiki  
 Rafiki  
 Tafiki  

Question 3: In Aladdin where does 
Aladdin find the Genie‘s lamp? 
 The Cave of Wonders  
 The Cave of Hearts  
 The Cove of Diamonds  
 The Cave of Magic  
 The Cove of Dreams  

Question 4: In the film 101 Dalmatians, 
who are the two men who capture the 
dalmatians for Cruella De Vil? 
 Borace and Gasper  
 Forace and Wasper  
 Morace and Casper  
 Norace and Yasper  
 Horace and Jasper  

Question 5: what is the name of the 
boy the mice rescue in the film The 
rescuers Down Under? 
 Tody  
 Cody  
 Jody  
 Kody  
 Rody  

Question 6: what poisoned fruit does 
the Queen give snow white? 
 Kiwi  
 Orange  
 Pear  
 apple  
 Banana  

 The Jungle Book   The Jungle Book   The Jungle Book  
 101 Dalmatians   101 Dalmatians   101 Dalmatians  
 alice in Wonderland   alice in Wonderland   alice in Wonderland  
 Toy Story   Toy Story   Toy Story  
 Beauty and the Beast   Beauty and the Beast   Beauty and the Beast  

 Nafiki   Nafiki   Nafiki  
 Pafiki   Pafiki   Pafiki  
 Safiki   Safiki   Safiki  
 Rafiki   Rafiki   Rafiki  
 Tafiki   Tafiki   Tafiki  

 The Cave of Wonders   The Cave of Wonders   The Cave of Wonders  
 The Cave of Hearts   The Cave of Hearts   The Cave of Hearts  
 The Cove of Diamonds   The Cove of Diamonds   The Cove of Diamonds  
 The Cave of Magic   The Cave of Magic   The Cave of Magic  
 The Cove of Dreams   The Cove of Dreams   The Cove of Dreams  

 Borace and Gasper   Borace and Gasper   Borace and Gasper  
 Forace and Wasper   Forace and Wasper   Forace and Wasper  
 Morace and Casper   Morace and Casper   Morace and Casper  
 Norace and Yasper   Norace and Yasper   Norace and Yasper  
 Horace and Jasper   Horace and Jasper   Horace and Jasper  

 Kiwi   Kiwi   Kiwi  
 Orange   Orange   Orange  
 Pear   Pear   Pear  
 apple   apple   apple  
 Banana   Banana   Banana  

 Tody   Tody   Tody  
 Cody   Cody   Cody  
 Jody   Jody   Jody  
 Kody   Kody   Kody  
 Rody   Rody   Rody  

UEFA CUP
Grammar: The ‘zero’ conditional
1. If you don’t eat, you die or you die if you don’t eat.
2. If it doesn’t rain, the grass doesn’t grow or the grass doesn’t grow if it doesn’t rain.
3 If a country hosts the European Football championship, they play in the tournament or a country plays in the tournament if they host the 
championship.
4. Ice floats if you drop it in water or if you drop ice in water, it floats.
5. If my daughter eats too much chocolate, she gets sick or my daughter gets sick if she eats too much chocolate.

UEFA CUP Crossword Puzzle:  across: 2 tournament, 3 host, 5 Golden Goal, 6 referee
 Down: 1 score, 2 take part, 4 trophy

A DAY wITH A Zoo KEEPEr: Zoo keepers must work very hard in all kinds of weather.
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